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Nearly one third of England’s more than 300 privately built waterworks became publicly
owned by 1910. In this paper, we study the extent to which public acquisition affected
deaths from typhoid fever, a waterborne disease. We collect annual district-level typhoid
fatality rates from 1869 to 1910, which are then paired with detailed waterworks
information. By exploiting the variation in municipalization across time, we find that
deaths from typhoid fever fell by approximately 19 percent in the years following
municipalization. The effect is even larger for older waterworks. Although a large body
of previous research has explored how the switch between public and private ownership
affects waterborne disease rates, that research yields conflicting results and is limited to
the United States and Argentina. The data and identification strategies we employ help
reconcile these results and allow us to better disentangle the effects of epidemics and
changes in ownership regimes.
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1. Introduction

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, nearly one third of

Britain’s more than 300 privately built waterworks became publicly owned. Although

advocates of municipal ownership argued that the transition to public ownership was

associated with sharp reductions in waterborne disease rates, particularly typhoid fever,

thus far economic historians have been reluctant to attribute a causal relationship between

disease and ownership regimes (Falkus 1977; Hassan 1985). In this paper, we revisit the

argument that municipal ownership reduced waterborne disease rates using a standard

difference-in-difference framework. We collect detailed waterworks information for over

500 waterworks, which are then paired with annual district-level data on deaths from

typhoid fever. We exploit the variation in the timing of public acquisition in order to

study the extent to which municipalization affected deaths from typhoid fever. Results

indicate that deaths from typhoid fever fell by 19 percent in the years following

municipalization.

Although prior research has explored how changes in ownership regimes affect

waterborne disease rates, that research yields conflicting results and is limited to

Argentina (Galiani et al. 2005) and the United States (Troesken 1999, 2001). The data

and identification strategies we employ promise to help reconcile these conflicting results

and allow us to better disentangle the effects of waterborne disease epidemics and

changes in ownership regimes. In the process of identifying the effects of municipal

ownership on waterborne disease rates, we not only contribute to an understanding of an

economic and political process that has affected cities the world over but also address a

fundamental question in public policy: who should own and control urban water systems?

When placed in the context of the current literature, our results suggest there is probably

not a general answer to this question. Instead, the efficacy of any ownership regime

appears to depend on the broader economic and institutional setting.

Three observations motivate the broader significance of our inquiry. First, what

happened in England during the nineteenth and early twentieth century was not unique to

England. On the contrary, cities throughout Europe and the Americas municipalized their

water systems during this period, often acquiring private water companies through
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voluntary sales but also through seizures and forced sales (Thompson 1917). Today,

despite the 1989 return to private provision in England and Wales, public ownership for

water is the rule in much of Europe and North America (Pérard, 2009; AquaFed, 2010),

but it is not immediately obvious that such an ownership regime is optimal and many

countries have a mix of public and private ownership with public-private partnerships

growing in importance.1 One way to assess the efficiency of the prevailing ownership

regime today is to explore its historical origins and effects. Did municipal ownership

emerge, for example, because alternative ownership regimes were failing to provide

adequate service, and once municipal ownership emerged, did the provision of services

improve? The results in this paper suggest that a subset of private water companies

underinvested in disease prevention, possibly because they were credit constrained, and

that local disease environments improved sharply once those companies were

municipalized. The available evidence suggests improvements to local water systems

generally yielded very high rates of social return (Cutler and Miller 2005, Beach et al.

2015). Thus, given the magnitude of our findings, it is likely that municipalization played

an important role in shaping public health during this time period.

Second, in more recent years, advocates of liberalization in Latin America,

Africa, and other lesser-developed regions have pointed to privatization as a key element

of improving economic performance, and it would be desirable to have a better

understanding of just how far the benefits of privatization might extend. Can one expect

privatization, or its converse, municipalization, to work similarly in all historical settings

and national contexts? It is possible, for example, that private ownership might be better

suited for places where corruption and political dysfunction are commonplace, while

municipal ownership might work better in places with well-functioning political

institutions. In this regard, a 1996 New York Times article described Argentina as a place

where “payoffs, kickbacks, and government bribes are considered a part of everyday

life…” Galiani et al. (2005) study the Argentinian privatization movement during the

1990s and find strong evidence that privatization of publicly owned waterworks reduced

infant mortality rates, especially among poor socioeconomic groups. Troesken (2001)

1 In 2010, Paris ended a long history of private participation in water management that had recently
involved the contracting out of water distribution to two private companies.
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presents evidence that municipalization (the exact opposite process) reduced waterborne

disease in the United States, and the benefits were concentrated largely among poor

socioeconomic groups such as the foreign born and African Americans. But as argued in

Troesken and Geddes (2003) the gains to municipal ownership stemmed from insecure

property rights: municipalities in the US could not credibly commit to not expropriating

value from private companies, and so private companies rationally reduced their

investments, which in turn provided the motivation for municipalization. British cities

during the 19th century did not suffer from either of these problems. As a group of

American observers visiting Britain during the early 1900’s claimed, “British cities . . .

are recognized as among the best governed municipalities in the world” (Kellett 1978:

36). As to the specific issue of property rights, relative to the United States, property

rights in Britain were generally secure as forced sales were rare and even compulsorily

purchased companies were well compensated. However, even with secure property

rights, private firms may underinvest in public health infrastructure because of large

disease externalities. Private firms may also underinvest (relative to public firms) if

public firms are able to borrow at a lower interest rate than private firms, which was the

case for British cities during this time period. The qualitative literature suggests that

municipalization in 19th century Britain was often motivated by a need for substantial

new investment, which is consistent with our main result: that municipalization was

accompanied by a 12 to 18 percent reduction in waterborne disease rates.

Third, in their recent paper, “Democracy Does Cause Growth,” Acemoglu et al.

(2014) emphasize the importance of controlling for the “rich dynamics” of economic

change in countries that switch from autocracy to democracy. In particular, they show

that democratization typically occurs in the wake of serious economic downturns and as a

result, it is easy for researchers interested in identifying the effects of democratization on

growth to conflate the natural mean-reverting process that follows a recession with the

effects of democratization. A similar problem confronts researchers who want to identify

the effects of municipalization on waterborne disease rates. As our data show,

municipalization typically followed a period of rising typhoid fever rates. Failure to

control for trends or cyclicality could lead researchers to misestimate the effects of
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municipalization on disease rates. We construct a panel that expands forty years, which

allows us to fully control for the dynamics of typhoid fever.

2. Political economy of municipalization

Mortality in Britain declined by roughly 20 percent between 1850 and 1900.

Recent research emphasizes the role of public health initiatives as the cause of this

decline. As Szreter (1992) argues, “public health measures played the most decisive and

quantitatively most important role in the early stages [1860-1900] of the mortality

decline.” Indeed, expansion of waterworks and increased municipal responsibility for

water provision were key public health measures, as was improved sewerage and street

cleaning. Chapman (2014) estimates that investment in local water supplies, sewers, and

roads accounted for roughly one-fourth to one-half of the mortality decline. The United

States experienced a similar mortality decline as well as a similar expansion in local

water supplies. There, the empirical evidence suggests that 50 to 60 percent of the

American mortality decline can be attributed to improvements in public water supplies

alone (Cutler and Miller, 2005). It is now generally accepted that the expansion of

waterworks and investment in water purification technologies played an important role

for public health. What is less clear is the extent to which public versus private ownership

matters for public health.

Public ownership was never an explicit requirement. In fact, prior to 1860, nearly

70 percent of British waterworks were privately built. Yet, as the data below will

highlight (see Figure 1, Acquisition dates), four clusters of legal changes helped to spur

increasing municipal responsibility for water provision in Britain. The 1848 Public

Health Act, spearheaded by Edwin Chadwick, was the first Act to explicitly make local

authorities responsible for ensuring that the provision of water was sufficient. While only

compulsory in towns that were authorized to establish a local board of health, by 1858 the

Public Health Act was applicable in 182 towns (Hamlin and Sheard, 1998).2 The Act

provided local authorities with access to long term loans and allowed them to take over

2 After the Local Government Act of 1858, local boards of health became local boards. With the Public
Health Act of 1875, local boards became urban sanitary districts.
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private water companies if the companies agreed. Second, the 1866 Sanitary Act made

local authorities responsible for sewers, water, and street cleaning; it also made house

connection to a sewer compulsory. The act gave the Secretary of State power to bring

proceedings against a local authority failing to ensure sufficient water was provided but

enforcement powers were rarely used (Wohl, 1983: 113 and 155-6). Third, and perhaps

most importantly, the 1875 Public Health Act consolidated all prior acts relating to public

health, required all local authorities (now designated “urban sanitary districts”) to ensure

adequate water supplies, gave detailed guidance on what local authorities had to do in

terms of drainage, water supply, and sewage removal, and made oversight of these

requirements the responsibility of the Local Government Board (Millward, 2013: 193;

MacDonagh, 1977: 131).3,4 Fourth, the 1894 Local Government Act extended the powers

of local parishes to purchase land, buildings, and rights of way for water supply (by

negotiation) and to require owners of occupied houses to ensure water was provided

within a reasonable distance (Local Government Act, 1894:184).

Most private water companies were established under Parliamentary Acts

requiring prospective company directors or managers to seek central government

approval through a private bill. 5 After 1856 small private waterworks could be

established as limited liability companies without going through parliament.6 In many

ways, the process for establishing a new waterworks was the same for private companies

and local governments: most had to seek central government approval through a private

bill in Parliament. After the creation of the Local Government Board in 1871, local

3 According to MacDonagh (1977, 158), the Public Health Act “represented a Napoleon-like codification of
the great mass of uncoordinated legislation of the preceding forty years or more.” A number of subsequent
acts amended or extended the 1875 Public Health Act, for example, the 1878 Public Health (Water) Act
clarified the duty to ensure clean water provision in rural sanitary districts. Another public health related act
in 1875 focused on artisans dwellings and empowered local authorities to destroy and replace insanitary
dwellings.
4 Most parts of the act were not directly applicable to metropolitan London because it did not have a single
local authority as referenced in the act.
5 In addition to these statutory water companies, a few older waterworks were established by individual
landowners or charitable organizations.
6 Three acts were involved: the Joint-Stock Companies Act 1844 allowed non-mining companies to form
through a registration process rather than individual act of Parliament; the 1855 Limited Liability Act gave
shareholders limited liability for company debts, and the Joint-Stock Companies Act 1856 consolidated
these two acts and created the modern register of companies. Until 1856, however, the cost of registration
was sufficiently high to preclude all but the largest from achieving company status (Amsler et al. 1981:
778).
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governments could seek authority from the Board and avoid a costly act of Parliament but

some continued to seek Parliamentary approval. Management of a municipal waterworks

was usually the delegated to a committee of the town council operating as a board of

directors (Knoop 1912: 107-8).

An advantage for our research is that there was no coordinated movement for

municipal acquisition; towns responded to local concerns and attitudes at different times

(Falkus 1977: 135). Most waterworks acquisitions were by agreement - 23 of the 27

acquisitions by county boroughs before 1896 were voluntary - a process made easier and

increasingly encouraged by the late 1800s (Donald, 1902; Silverthorne, 1881). 7

Transaction costs for central government authorization of waterworks were reduced with

standardized clauses for inclusion in local government and company acts and through the

creation of a single coordinating body, the Local Government Board, in 1871. This

lowered the costs for the transfer of works to local governments. While standardized

clauses also made it less costly to establish new companies or for existing companies to

raise additional capital, the prospect of lower profits as a result of heavy capital

investment was a strong inducement to sell. As summarized by Silverthorne (1881)

“[T]he chief inducement of water companies … for selling on voluntary terms to the

authorities will always be found in the approaching exhaustion of their sources of supply,

and the increased difficulty of maintaining their dividends in the presence of any new

schemes having to be carried out.”

In many cases, companies worked closely with the local authority prior to and

during purchase of the waterworks. For example, when the Bridlington and Quay Water

Co. Ltd formed as a non-statutory company in 1865, its Act of incorporation included

clauses “facilitating the purchase of the undertaking by the Local Authority.”8 Ten years

later, the company applied for statutory authority with support from Bridlington’s urban

district council. The waterworks was ultimately acquired by the local council in 1899

(Charlesworth, 1912). Unlike in the United States, where concerns about expropriation

7 The 1858 Local Government Act specified that a company could be transferred with support from 3/5 of
shareholders (Falkus, 1977: 145).
8 A purchase clause was first introduced in the Leeds Waterworks Company’s Act of 1837, largely due to
the private company taking over the operation of previously municipal works, but subsequently received
wider support (Clifford, 1887: 494; Falkus, 1977: 143)
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resulted in reduced investment by private companies (Troeksen and Geddes 2013), in

Britain companies continued to invest even when anticipating municipal purchase.

Birmingham’s local government was empowered by an Act of 1851 to supply water for

private and public uses and to purchase the existing company’s works by agreement or

arbitration after 12 months. While waiting 24 years for the local government to raise

sufficient funds for the purchase, the Birmingham Waterworks Company continued to

invest in new works and to expand their distribution network (Clifford 1887: 487).

At the other extreme, local authorities failed to acquire waterworks despite

repeated attempts. The Bristol Water Company, established in 1846, continues to operate

today despite attempts by the local council to purchase the works in 1882 and 1887

(Thornton and Pearson, 2013). Acquisition was necessary as local authorities were

prevented from directly competing with private companies. In a few cases, a failure to

reach agreement resulted in transfer following an act of Parliament brought by the local

government and authorizing purchase. Parliamentary approval of local government

purchase could lead to transfer through negotiation or through arbitration under the Land

Clauses Consolidation Act (Donald, 1902). The Liverpool Corporation acquired two

water companies in 1847 following Parliamentary approval and subsequent arbitration

proceedings.The most well-known is London, although even here the London County

Council failed to acquire the eight water companies operating in the metropolis; a

separate Metropolitan Water Board was created to take over the companies’ assets and

powers (Donald, 1902). An earlier example of compulsory purchase took place in the

Lees Valley in 1876 when the two water companies supplying Stockton and

Middlesbrough were purchased and the works transferred to the jointly-managed Tees

Valley Water Board under the Stockton and Middlesborough Corporations Act after a 42

day debate in both Houses of Parliament (Silverthorne, 1881; McCulloch, 2004). The

corporations paid nearly 850 thousand pounds to purchase the company.9

9 Using the real purchasing power calculator at measuringworth.com this would be approximately £71
million in 2014.
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3. Typhoid fever as a proxy for water quality

In this paper, we use typhoid fever, a waterborne disease, as a proxy for water

quality. We rely on typhoid fever fatality rates because direct measures of water quality

(i.e. bacteria counts) are not available for this time period. Nevertheless, typhoid fever is

an appropriate proxy for water quality because typhoid fever rates are highly correlated

with the quality and extensiveness of water and sewerage systems, particularly during

this time period (Cutler and Miller 2005; Beach et al. 2015). The relationship between

deaths from typhoid fever and water quality results from the fact that typhoid fever was

typically contracted by drinking water tainted by the fecal wastes of infected individuals.

Thus, typhoid rates were higher in cities with inadequate filtration or sewage disposal.

This fact was not lost on contemporary observers on either side of the Atlantic.

Sir Richard Thorne Thorne, Principal Medical Officer to the Local Government Board,

presented evidence at the Annual Conference on National Water Supply, Sewage and

Health that a typhoid outbreak in Caterham and Redhill was spread by contaminated

water as early as 1879.10 From the 1880s onwards, the British Medical Journal (BMJ)

reports frequently on the close connection between contaminated water and typhoid

fever. In 1895, the BMJ’s editor, Ernest Hart, wrote an extended article on typhoid in

which he made the case for sewage contaminated water as the primary means of typhoid

transmission. In the US, George Whipple, co-founder of the Harvard School of Public

Health, argued, “A very low [typhoid] death rate indicates a pure water, and a very high

rate, contaminated water”.11 Similarly, a report on water quality in New York City in

1912 stated “the death rate from typhoid fever is commonly taken as one index of the

quality of a water supply.”12

Of course, typhoid fever could be spread by other means, and typhoid fever was

not the only waterborne disease that posed a threat to human health. For this reason, the

1912 report on New York water quality noted that typhoid fever might be an imperfect

proxy for water quality. However, it has been widely shown that, prior to water treatment,

10 Published in Thorne (1879), p. 117-9.
11 Whipple (1908), p. 228.
12 Engineering News, May, 1913, p. 1087
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non-waterborne typhoid transmissions only accounted for a small fraction of total

outbreaks (Troesken, 2004; Whipple 1908). Furthermore, as Beach, Ferrie, Saavedra, and

Troesken (2015) discuss, most milk-born epidemics (the second most prominent

transmission mechanism after water) originated from the use of polluted water sources. It

has also been documented that deaths from typhoid fever and deaths from other

waterborne diseases (i.e. deaths from cholera or deaths due to diarrhea) were highly

correlated (Fuertes, 1897).

4. Data

Our analysis relies on the following pieces of information: current ownership

(municipal or private), year the waterworks was built, ownership at the time the

waterworks was built, and the year ownership changed (if applicable). This information

was primarily obtained from the 27th Water Works Directory and Statistics. The

“Directory” was intended to be a comprehensive annual publication of all waterworks in

Britain and Ireland, but it relied on waterworks staff completing and returning surveys.13

Accordingly, whenever possible, we crosschecked this information using two secondary

sources (Silverthorne, 1884; Donald, 1902).14,15 We obtain complete information for 522

of the 648 waterworks listed in these sources. Of those 522 waterworks, 219 waterworks

were publicly built and 303 were privately built. 117 of the 303 privately built

waterworks were publicly acquired by 1907.16

13 The first edition of the Directory was edited and published by Charles W. Hastings in 1881 as “Water-
works Statistics” and included information on 134 towns. Later editions, after 1901, identify only the
publisher, Hazel, Watson & Viney. Few copies of the directory remain so details of the evolution of the
publication are unclear, but secondary reviews suggest that after a small gap in annual publication, the 27th

edition used here provides a comprehensive and accurate coverage having received support from the British
Association of Waterworks Engineers. Most entries with returns include information on the owner/operator
of the waterworks, date established, important Acts of Parliament, distance from London and population
served; some entries also include detail on capital invested, water source, quality, and prices. The Directory
sought to include all towns in Great Britain and Ireland so the entry for many towns simply notes supply
from elsewhere (for example, entries for Aston and Castle Bromwich are “supplied by Birmingham”).
14 The Victorian era saw the publication of many lists and directories, each with a specific focus. Arthur
Silverthorne compiled the list of waterworks serving large towns largely to further his argument that it was
time to reduce the water rates charged by local authorities. The Municipal Yearbook was edited by Robert
Donald, editor of “The Municipal Journal”, as a reference of the work undertaken by all local authorities.
15 For some waterworks where the entry was not clear regarding prior ownership, this was checked using
sources available via the web or through parliamentary papers.
16 These numbers refer to waterworks operational in 1907.
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Figure 1 plots the distribution of those acquisition dates. Acquisitions occur

between 1847 and 1907. We do not observe acquisitions after 1907 because our

waterworks data come from sources that were published in (or before) 1907.17 Given the

slowdown in municipalization of waterworks and of municipal spending more broadly

(Millward and Sheard, 1995: 505), it is not likely that using a later directory would alter

our results. The median acquisition occurs in 1883. Most acquisitions occur between two

time periods 1870-1885 and 1895-1907. The first of these periods coincides with the

Public Health Act of 1875; the second follows the 1894 Local Government Act.18

Figure 1: Distribution of acquisition dates

Our mortality data come from annual reports of the Registrar General. These

annual reports tabulate causes of death for all districts within England and Wales. We

transcribe mortality data for each district between 1869 and 1910. Our analysis begins in

17 We use the 1907 “Directory.” Directories are also available for 1909-10 and 1911-12, but are almost
identical to the 1907 edition.
18 This clustering of acquisitions around major legislation suggests that central government regulation
played a role in driving local improvements in water supply and sanitation. However, the acts may have
passed due to broader voter support for reform, as suggested by Hamlin (1988) who argues that, in practice,
public health reformers in central government had few powers of enforcement and local sanitary
improvements took place “despite the public health acts, not by using them” (58).
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1869, when typhoid fever (our proxy for water quality) is first listed as a cause of death in

the Registrar’s tabulations. Because the Registrar reports counts instead of rates, we

obtain population from the 1851, 1861, 1871, 1881, 1891, 1901, and 1911 decennial

censuses. By interpolating between census years we are able to transform counts into

death rates per 10,000.

We successfully link 326 of our 522 completed waterworks and 74 of the 117

waterworks that change ownership to mortality data from the Registrar General.

Unsuccessful links occur for two reasons: 1) we have mortality data only for England and

Wales but waterworks data for Scotland, Ireland, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of

Wight19; and 2) because registration districts and our towns do not overlap neatly.20 The

imperfect overlap between towns and registration districts means that a few waterworks

supply more than one registration district and some districts receive water from more

than one waterworks. For registration districts supplied by more than one waterworks, we

linked the district to the largest town. Table 1 presents summary statistics for the

waterworks that we are able to link. Specifically, we partition the linked sample into three

groups – waterworks that were publicly built (and never changed ownership), waterworks

that were privately built but never changed ownership, and privately built waterworks

that did change ownership. In Table 1 we see that privately built waterworks that change

ownership are older. These waterworks also supply districts with larger populations. This

fits with Hassan’s finding that “larger towns tended to acquire control over water supplies

first” (Hassan, 1985:539). 21 , 22 Perhaps surprisingly, publicly built waterworks and

privately built waterworks that don’t change ownership are very similar in terms of age

and the population of the districts that they serve.

19 The 1875 Public Health Act was also applicable only to England and Wales.
20 We also exclude London because it is different to the provincial towns included in our sample, in so
many ways: larger population, supplied by multiple water companies, significantly larger waterworks
investment than all other towns, and it was initially exempt from most clauses in the 1875 Public Health
Act. Under an Act of Parliament in 1902, London’s eight companies were merged into one waterworks
under the control of a newly created Metropolitan Water Board (Tynan, 2002).
21 Cutler and Miller (2006, 173) find the same pattern for the United States.
22 Note that the size of the district that the waterworks supplies is not the same as the size of the population
served by the waterworks. Hassan (1985: 539) using data on 81 provincial towns and cities finds that larger
towns also tend “to develop the most ambitious projects.”
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Table 1: Summary statistics

Served appears in quotes because the size of the district is not the same as the number of individuals within
the district that receive their water from that waterworks, though of course the two numbers are correlated.

5. Methodology

As discussed in Section 2, municipalities faced a number of bureaucratic hurdles

that provide variation in the timing of municipalization. Exploiting the variation in the

timing of municipalization, we employ a differences-in-differences strategy to measure

the extent to which the public acquisition of a privately built waterworks affects deaths

from waterborne diseases. Specifically, we estimate variations of the following equation:= + + ′ + ′ + (1)

where refers to the typhoid fatality rate (per 10,000) in town i during year j. The

variable is an indicator equal to one if the waterworks supplying town i

was municipalized at least one year before year j. We use the year after acquisition as the

“treatment” date as there will likely be a delay between acquisition and treatment. All

regressions also include town and year fixed effects. Because treatment occurs at the

waterworks and waterworks can supply more than one town we cluster standard errors at

the waterworks level.

Publicly built
Privately built
(no change in
ownership)

Privately built
(changes

ownership)

Mean year works was built 1867.72 1867.02 1839.27

Mean year of public acquisition 1882.21

Mean size of district "served" in 1871 34,396 30,581 74,757

Mean population growth 1871-1911 0.2660 0.2470 0.2969

Number of works 132 117 70
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Figure 2 visually displays our main result. In Figure 2 we plot the average

residuals near the time of public acquisition. The residuals were obtained by regressing

the log of the typhoid fatality rate on town and year fixed effects. Because acquisitions

occur at different points in time, we include year fixed effects to control for general

trends. We include town fixed effects to normalize the data across towns. The goal of

Figure 2 is to illustrate how typhoid fatality rates evolved before and after acquisition.

Thus, we estimate two non-parametric lines that correspond to the pre and post

intervention periods. As previously mentioned, it is highly likely that there will be a delay

between when the acquisition occurs and when the mortality statistics reflect the effect of

that intervention. This delay results from two channels. First, acquisition can occur at any

point during the year and so acquisition dates are inherently noisy. Second, the types of

investments a municipality is likely to make (e.g. extending water mains, adopting

filtration technologies) do not occur instantaneously. Failing to account for these delays

decreases the precision of our estimates. Accordingly, we use the year after acquisition as

the intervention date.23

Two features of Figure 2 are notable. First, there appears to be a rise in typhoid

death rates prior to municipalization. The fact that typhoid fatality rates in these cities

were increasing relative to the rest of England likely served as one motivation for

municipalization. It also has important implications for our empirical analysis – failure to

control for these trends will likely confound the results. The second pattern is that shortly

after municipalization typhoid fatality rates fall by about 12 percent, which suggests that

public acquisition had a meaningful effect on the local disease environment.

23 Using the year of acquisition as the intervention date produces qualitatively similar results, but with
slightly larger standard errors at the break date. Using two years after acquisition as the intervention date
produces similar results but with slightly smaller standard errors at the break date.
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Figure 2: Residual plot of typhoid rates in cities with various intervention dates

Intervention date corresponds to the year after public acquisition of the waterworks.

The first column of Table 2 presents results from estimating equation (1). In this

column we find a negative but insignificant relationship between municipalization and

the typhoid fever death rate. However, as shown in Figure 2, typhoid death rates were

rising in towns prior to municipalization, and so the appropriate specification should

include a pre-acquisition time trend. In the second column we add include a linear time

trend beginning 10 years prior to acquisition.24 Once the pre-trend is included, we find

that the typhoid fever fatality rate fell by about 19 percent following municipalization. In

the third column we add a post-acquisition time trend to ease any concerns about mean

reversion but the results are largely unaffected.

24 Our results are not sensitive to the choice of ten years, which we show in Table 3.
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Table 2: The effect of public acquisition on the
log(Typhoid deaths per 10,000 persons)

Standard errors (clustered at the waterworks level) in parentheses.
* p<.1 ** p<.05 *** p<.01

In Table 3 we show how sensitive our results are to our choice of a pre-trend.

Specifically, we use pre-trends beginning 5, 10, 15, and 20 years prior to public

acquisition. Results are qualitatively consistent across specifications, but the results are

strongest when we use a shorter pre-trend. This makes sense because if high disease rates

are a motivation for municipalization, then a town is less likely to allow high disease

rates to persist for 15 or 20 years.

(1) (2) (3)

Post acquisition indicator -0.0495 -0.1879** -0.1900**
(0.0677) (0.0748) (0.0768)

Pre-acquisition time trend 0.0211** 0.0211**
(0.0105) (0.0107)

Post-acquisition time trend 0.0002
(0.0033)

City fixed effects Y Y Y
Year fixed effects Y Y Y

R-squared 0.5437 0.5441 0.5441
Observations 11,566 11,566 11,566
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Table 3: Sensitivity to choice of pre-trend

Standard errors (clustered at the waterworks level) in parentheses.
* p<.1 ** p<.05 *** p<.01

6. Public acquisition or mean reversion?

In the previous section we showed that typhoid fatality rates fell by about 19

percent following municipalization. Although the decision to municipalize an existing

waterworks is clearly endogenous, our identification hinges on the fact that

municipalization cannot occur instantaneously. As discussed in Section 2, legislators face

a number of barriers that delayed the process of municipalization. These barriers create a

plausibly exogenous source of variation in the timing of municipalization, as the barriers

to municipalization (and the delays resulting from those barriers) will vary from town to

town. We exploit that variation to measure the extent to which municipalization affected

the typhoid fever fatality rate. Nevertheless, one might be concerned that cities are being

opportunistic by proposing municipalization after an extreme epidemic and that the

observed decline in the typhoid fatality rate is the result of a natural mean-reverting

process. The purpose of this section is to illustrate that this is not the case.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Post acquisition indicator -0.2286*** -0.1900** -0.1590** -0.1350*
(0.0871) (0.0768) (0.0751) (0.0720)

Pre-acquisition time trend 0.0433** 0.0211** 0.0137* 0.0098*
(0.0219) (0.0107) (0.0073) (0.0055)

Post-acquisition time trend -0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003
(0.0033) (0.0033) (0.0033) (0.0033)

Length of pre-trend 5 years 10 years 15 years 20 years

City fixed effects Y Y Y Y
Year fixed effects Y Y Y Y

R-squared 0.5439 0.5441 0.5441 0.5441
Observations 11,566 11,566 11,566 11,566
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If the concern is that we are failing to account for autocorrelation in typhoid fever

rates, then this can be addressed by including lagged typhoid rates on the right hand side.

Of course, this leads to a natural question of how many lags are appropriate? In Table 4

we include a series of lagged typhoid rates and find that our results are largely unaffected.

We present results for up the five lags in typhoid rates, but results are consistent even

when including up to 15 lags.25 The results in Table 4 indicate that, even after explicitly

controlling for the dynamics of typhoid fever, typhoid fever rates fell by approximately

13 percent following municipalization.

Table 4: Including lagged typhoid rates

Standard errors (clustered at the waterworks level) in parentheses.
* p<.1 ** p<.05 *** p<.01

Although results are largely unaffected when we control for lagged typhoid rates,

one could still be concerned that there is something inherently different about the

dynamics of extreme epidemics. In Figure 3a we plot the average residuals from

regressing the log of the typhoid rate on town and year fixed effects. This is the same

process used to generate the residuals in Figure 2, however, instead of examining the

residuals near the time of public acquisition (as we did in Figure 2), Figure 3a plots the

25 These results are available upon request.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Post acquisition indicator -0.1412** -0.1259** -0.1282* -0.1318** -0.1327**
(0.0626) (0.0594) (0.0656) (0.0663) (0.0674)

Pre-acquisition time trend 0.0151 0.0153 0.0163 0.0169 0.0154
(0.0094) (0.0094) (0.0102) (0.0103) (0.0107)

Post-acquisition time trend 0.0006 0.0007 0.0009 0.0001 -0.0002
(0.0026) (0.0024) (0.0023) (0.0023) (0.0023)

Number of lags included 1 2 3 4 5
City fixed effects Y Y Y Y Y
Year fixed effects Y Y Y Y Y

R-squared 0.5717 0.5708 0.5704 0.5682 0.5612
Observations 10,337 9,473 8,792 8215 7709
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residuals near the time of each town’s four largest typhoid epidemics. What is

immediately clear from Figure 3a is that large epidemics are not persistent across time. In

each of the panels of Figure 3a, the average residuals at the time of the epidemic are a

clear outlier. What is not immediately clear from Figure 3a is that typhoid rates don’t fall

below pre-epidemic levels after an epidemic occurs. This point is better illustrated in

Figure 3b, where we exclude the epidemic year from our scatter plot. Once epidemic

years are excluded, we see that in general typhoid rates are rising prior to an epidemic,

but after the epidemic typhoid rates tend to oscillate near the pre-epidemic peak. This

suggests that even if municipalization occurred shortly after an extreme epidemic, the

decline in typhoid rates following municipalization did not simply reflect a natural mean-

reverting process.

Figure 3a
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Figure 3b

Although it is not the case that typhoid rates decline sharply following an extreme

epidemic, it is perhaps also useful to show that cities were not using these epidemics as a

motivation for municipalization. To illustrate this point, we run a probit regression where

the outcome variable is whether the town municipalizes its waterworks in the next five

years. On the right hand side, we include year fixed effects and an indicator equal to one

if the current year corresponds to one of the town’s five largest epidemics. These results

are presented in the first column of Table 5. We find that experiencing a top-5 epidemic

is associated with a (statistically insignificant) three-tenths of a percentage point increase

in the likelihood of municipalization in the next five years. The second column puts this

magnitude in perspective by presenting the average marginal effect for the log of the

typhoid rate. We find that a one percent increase in the typhoid rate is associated with a

roughly 1.7 percentage point increase in the likelihood of municipalization in the next

five years. In column three we use the log of the average typhoid fatality rate from the

last five years as the explanatory variable of interest. In this specification we find that a

one percent increase in the average typhoid fatality rate increases the likelihood of
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municipalization in the next five years by two percent. This further illustrates that cities

were concerned with average typhoid rates (or trends in those typhoid rates) and were not

simply responding to somewhat rare but extreme epidemics.

Table 5: The relationship between typhoid rates and whether public acquisition
occurs in the next five years

Standard errors (clustered at the waterworks level) in parentheses.
* p<.1 ** p<.05 *** p<.01

Although Table 5 illustrates that cities were not exploiting large (and somewhat

random) epidemics as an opportunity to municipalize their waterworks, it is perhaps

useful to show that these epidemics are not driving our main results. In the first column

of Table 6 we estimate our preferred specification (including pre and post acquisition

time trends) excluding each town’s five largest epidemics from our analysis. In the

second column, we exclude the five largest epidemics as well as the observations

occurring before and after each of those epidemics. In both of these columns, the results

are nearly identical to the results presented in Table 3; municipalization lowered typhoid

fever fatality rates by approximately 19 percent. Of course, one might be concerned about

the fact that typhoid fever rates trend up before each of those epidemics yet there is no

trend after the epidemic. One might be particularly concerned that this pattern is similar

to what we observe with municipalization (typhoid rates increase prior to

municipalization and then the trend stops after municipalization). Of course, our analysis

focuses on the mean shift that occurs following municipalization, and it is not

Average marginal effect from experiencing a top-5 epidemic 0.0025
(0.0067)

Average marginal effect ln(Typhoid fatality rate) 0.0171**
(0.0067)

Average marginal effect ln(Avg typhoid fatality rate past five years) 0.0203**
(0.0094)

Sample restricted to privately built works Y Y Y
Year fixed effects Y Y Y

R-squared 0.0549 0.051 0.052
Observations 7234 4880 4797
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immediately obvious how a change in trends after an extreme epidemic might manifest

itself into a mean shift.26 Nevertheless, if one is concerned about the change in trend

following an epidemic, we can address this by including a post-epidemic time trend. In

the third column of Table 6, we include post-epidemic time trends (that is, a linear trend

that turns on after a municipalizing town experiences the top-5 epidemic that occurs

before and closest to municipalization). Even with the inclusion of these trends we find

that typhoid rates fell by about 18 percent following municipalization.

Table 6: Sensitivity to large epidemics

† The post-epidemic time trend is restricted to cities that change ownership and corresponds to the
epidemic that occurred closest to the year of acquisition (but not after acquisition). Standard errors

(clustered at the waterworks level) in parentheses. * p<.1 ** p<.05 *** p<.01

26 We have never interpreted the change in trend as part of the municipalization “treatment” because it is
not clear what the counterfactual would have been. For instance, would private owners have allowed
typhoid rates to continue to rise indefinitely? Or at a certain point, faced with the prospect of losing
customers, would the owners have been forced to invest in new technologies? And if so, when would those
new investments have taken place? Or, if the high typhoid rates was largely due to households not
connected to a private network and relying on alternative sources, would these households have continued
to use these alternative sources?

(1) (2) (3)

Post acquisition indicator -0.1835*** -0.2059** -0.1775**
(0.0701) (0.0833) (0.0837)

Pre-acquisition time trend 0.0229** 0.0262** 0.0377***
(0.0096) (0.0113) (0.0118)

Post-acquisition time trend -0.0011 -0.0023 0.0054
(0.0033) (0.0035) (0.0036)

Post-epidemic time trend† -0.0119**
(0.0051)

City fixed effects Y Y Y
Year fixed effects Y Y Y
Omitting five largest epidemics Y Y Y
Omitting the year before and after epidemic Y Y

R-squared 0.5438 0.5279 0.5289
Observations 9,946 8,236 8,236
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7. Mechanism

Having illustrated that our results are not simply driven by extreme epidemics or

the dynamics of typhoid fever, the question then becomes what caused the increase in

disease rates prior to acquisition? One likely explanation arises from Table 1 – privately

built waterworks that were municipalized tended to be older and served districts with

larger populations. Thus, it could be the case that these waterworks required investments

that were only profitable for under municipal ownership because municipalities could

borrow at lower interest rates than private firms. To assess the validity of the claim that

municipalized waterworks were older, we interact the municipalization indicator with a

normalized “age of waterworks at the time of municipalization” variable. For waterworks

that change ownership, the average waterworks was 37.9 years old at the time of

acquisition. Thus, our normalized age is the actual age of the waterworks at the time of

municipalization minus the average age. Table 7 presents the main results where

municipalization is interacted with the normalized age of waterworks variable. Results

indicate that, for the average waterworks typhoid fever rates fell by a highly significant

20 percent following municipalization. However, for a waterworks that is 15 years (or

one half of a standard deviation) newer, taking the linear combination of the Post

acquisition indicator and its interaction with age of waterworks, the magnitude falls to 10

percent reduction in typhoid fever rates and is no longer statistically significant.
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Table 7: Interacting municipalization with age of waterworks

Standard errors (clustered at the waterworks level) in parentheses. * p<.1 ** p<.05 *** p<.01
Mean age of waterworks at time of acquisition is 37.9 years.

Next we ask whether the effect of municipalization depends on the timing of the

acquisition. Specifically, we know that the acts prior to the 1875 public health act

extended a number of powers to municipal governments that made municipal ownership

feasible, while the 1875 public health act held municipalities responsible for providing

pure water.27 We also observe a wave of municipalizations between 1875 and 1880.

Figure 4 more precisely illustrates this point by plotting the share of waterworks in our

sample that are publicly owned at any given point in time.28 It is reasonable to assume

that the municipalizations occurring prior to 1875 were more the response of local

governments to an increase in power and less a response to rising disease rates. To assess

this claim, we partition the sample by acquisition date (waterworks that were

municipalized before and after 1875). These results are presented in Table 8. For cities

27 It is generally accepted in the literature on local government in Britain that the post-1870-1875 years
were substantially different to the earlier Victorian period (Bellamy 1988).
28 While our data is at the level of registration district rather than local authority, figure 4 is close to
Szreter’s finding that ”by 1879 already over 400 out of 944 urban local authorities had taken over control
of their local water supply in order to comply with their statutory obligations” (1992:3). Our figure for the
share publicly owned in 1905 is only slightly lower than given by Szreter’s “750 out of the 1138” (1992:3).

(1) (2) (3)

Post acquisition indicator -0.0455 -0.2031*** -0.2030***
(0.0600) (0.0658) (0.0722)

Post acquisition X Age of waterworks (relative to the mean) -0.0065 -0.0068* -0.0068*
(0.0040) (0.0039) (0.0039)

Pre-acquisition time trend 0.0240** 0.0240**
(0.0106) (0.0107)

Post-acquisition time trend -0.0000
(0.0034)

City fixed effects Y Y Y
Year fixed effects Y Y Y

R-squared 0.5444 0.5449 0.5449
Observations 11,524 11,524 11,524
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that acquired their waterworks between 1869 and 1875, we find that typhoid fatality rates

fell by a statistically-insignificant 7 percent. For waterworks acquired after 1875, we find

results similar to our main results – public acquisition lowered the typhoid fever death

rate by approximately 20 percent (significant at the 5-percent level). Of course, the

standard errors on both estimates are large and so we cannot reject that the pre-1875

estimate is different from the post-1875 estimate.

Together Tables 7 and 8 suggest that the municipalization is not definitively better

than private ownership. Specifically, Table 7 shows that the gains to municipalization

were concentrated in older waterworks, which likely required large capital investments

and were more likely facing diminishing returns to scale. Furthermore, in Table 8 we find

an insignificant and diminished effect for public acquisitions that occurred prior to the

1875 public health act. This finding differs from that of Hassan (1985) who finds a larger

impact for municipalizations that happened earlier and that “recently [relative to 1882]

collectivized undertakings exhibit a profile similar to privately owned ones” (Hassan,

1985: 540). The difference is likely due to two factors. Firstly the different samples:

Hassan’s sample included only cities and large provincial towns while our larger sample

also includes smaller towns. Secondly, because our typhoid data starts in 1869 some of

Hassan’s early acquisitions are not included in our panel data. Although our results differ

from Hassan’s claim that “by the 1880s the longer supplies had been under municipal

management the greater the superiority over private enterprise tended to be” (Hassan,

1985: 540) our findings suggest that Hassan was correct to argue that local governments

gained expertise over time, even if this expertise was not gained operating and managing

the town’s waterworks.
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Figure 4

Table 8: Partitioning sample based on timing of acquisition

Standard errors (clustered at the waterworks level) in parentheses.
* p<.1 ** p<.05 *** p<.01
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(1) (2) (3)

Post acquisition indicator (pre-1875 acquisitions) -0.0415 -0.0762 -0.0774
(0.0779) (0.0776) (0.1085)

Post acquisition indicator (post-1875 acquisitions) -0.0500 -0.2038** -0.2046**
(0.0708) (0.0829) (0.0816)

Pre-acquisition time trend 0.0225** 0.0225**
(0.0109) (0.0109)

Post-acquisition time trend 0.0001
(0.0034)

City fixed effects Y Y Y
Year fixed effects Y Y Y

R-squared 0.5437 0.5441 0.5441
Observations 11,524 11,524 11,524
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Our finding that, on average, municipalization of waterworks improved public

health could be explained by the improved efficiency and responsiveness of local

government. By the turn of the twentieth century, local government in Britain was

considered high-quality, with waterworks department attracting some of the most

competent council members (Kellett, 1978; Silverthorne, 1881). While local government

reform during the 1830s increased transparency and extend the franchise, it was not until

the 1870s that local government became noticeably more efficient and effective and

particularly in the provision of public utilities (MacDonagh, 1977, 127 and 130).

Focusing on the social benefits of water provision, municipal waterworks were

arguably better positioned to provide water to poor households. This might be driven by a

number of factors, including a greater willingness to provide service in poor districts,

lower prices for poor households, the power to require water connections, an ability to

charge property owners part of the cost of tenants water use, the subsidization of water

from the general rates, or access to larger volumes of water. Using a sample of eighty

cities and provincial towns, all operating waterworks under parliamentary authorization,

Hassan (1985) shows that water consumption per head was higher in towns supplied

municipally.29 Higher consumption would have been made possible by an increase in

water availability as a result of large water transfer or dam projects.30 These projects also

improved water quality. In towns without such large-scale investments, improvements in

water quality came from smaller changes in water source or from investment in water

treatment, particularly filtration.

Access to lower cost capital is arguably one of the biggest advantages that

municipal governments had over private companies after 1875 (Silverthorne, 1881: 78-9).

Evidence from annual taxation returns shows that loans for waterworks was the largest

single category of municipal debt (Knoop, 1912, 96).

29 He argues that the “longer supplies had been under municipal management the greater the superiority
over private enterprise tended to be” (Hassan, 1985: 540).
30 Despite the substantial investment in water schemes by private companies before the nineteenth century,
Knoop (1912: 38) argues, “It is almost inconceivable that a water company would have undertaken the
great schemes by which Manchester draws its supply of water from Lake Thirlmere in Cumberland, a
distance of some 96 miles, Liverpool its supply from Lake Vyrnwy in North Wales, a distance of some 78
miles, and Birmingham its supply from the Elan Valley in mid-Wales, a distance of some 80 miles.”
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8. Conclusion

From our sample of 319 towns, 22% switched from private to public ownership

between 1869 and 1907. On average, municipalization led to a 19% reduction in typhoid

mortality. Time mattered in two ways. Firstly, towns with older waterworks saw larger

improvements in public health after municipalization. Secondly, waterworks

municipalized early saw little benefit while those purchased after 1880 saw large

reductions. Older waterworks were more likely to be in need of investment for expansion,

to move away from impaired sources, or to invest in water treatment, while municipal

governments taking control after the 1875 Public Health Act were more experienced, had

models of best-practice and tested technologies, and had easier access to loans.
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